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Summary. — The study of the production of hadrons containing heavy quarks
(charm and beauty) in proton-proton (pp) collisions at LHC energies is a very important test of perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD). In this paper,
we report about the production cross section of prompt charmed D∗+ and D+
mesons,√measured at mid-rapidity in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass
energy s = 8 TeV with the ALICE detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
The D mesons are reconstructed in their hadronic decay channels D∗+ → D0 π + ,
D0 → K− π + and D+ → K− π + π + , and their charge conjugates. The reconstruction
procedure, the raw yield extraction and the corrections applied to obtain the production cross section are presented. The measured pT diﬀerential cross sections are
then compared to QCD predictions.

1. – Introduction
The production of heavy quarks in high-energy hadronic collisions, such as protonproton collisions at LHC energies, can be described in the framework of Quantum Chromodynamics: cross sections can be factorised as a convolution of the parton distribution
functions (PDFs) of the incoming hadron, the partonic hard-scattering cross sections and
the fragmentation functions of the heavy quarks hadronising to a particular species of
heavy-ﬂavour hadron.
The production cross sections of D and B mesons in proton-proton (and protonantiproton) collisions at the centre-of-mass energies from 0.2 to 13 TeV, in a wide pT
range at both central and forward rapidity are reproduced by state-of-the-art calculations, such as FONLL [1, 2] and GM-VFNS [3-5], within uncertainties. Furthermore, the
measurements of charm production in the low pT region is particularly sensitive to the
gluon PDFs at small values of proton fractional momentum x and squared momentum
transfer Q2 , where they are not well constrained by data. This strongly motivates the
measurement of D-meson production in pp collisions at LHC energies.
c CERN on behalf of the ALICE Collaboration
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Moreover, within the LHC heavy-ion programme, the D-meson production cross section in pp collisions is used as an essential reference for the study of eﬀects induced by
strongly-interacting matter in the case of nucleus-nucleus collisions.
In this article, we report about the measurement of the production cross section of
the prompt charmed D+ and D∗+ mesons √
(as average of particles and antiparticles),
in pp collisions at the centre-of-mass energy s = 8 TeV, using data collected with the
ALICE detector at LHC in 2012. The measurements cover mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.5) and
a pT range from 1 to 24 GeV/c.
The detector layout and the data sample used in the analysis are described in sect. 2,
the D-meson reconstruction and selection strategy are reported in sect. 3, and the correction factors to the cross sections and the systematic uncertainties are detailed in sect. 4.
Finally, the cross section results are presented and compared to theoretical calculations
in sect. 5.
2. – Apparatus and data sample
The ALICE apparatus [6,7] consists of a central barrel with a set of detectors devoted
to tracking and particle identiﬁcation, covering the pseudorapidity region |η| < 0.9,
located within a large solenoidal magnet that provides a magnetic ﬁeld B = 0.5 T parallel
to the beam direction (z-axis of the ALICE reference frame). The central barrel is
complemented by a muon spectrometer in the forward direction for muon identiﬁcation
and reconstruction, and by additional series of detectors in the forward and backward
regions for trigger and event characterisation.
D mesons were reconstructed at mid-rapidity from their decay products, with the
tracking and particle identiﬁcation detectors of the ALICE central barrel.
In this section, the detectors used for the D-meson analysis are brieﬂy described:
the Inner Tracking System (ITS), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the Time Of
Flight detector (TOF), which are dedicated to the charged particle reconstruction and
identiﬁcation in the pseudorapidity region |η| < 0.9, and the V0 detector, consisting of
two scintillator arrays (−3.7 < η < −1.7 and 2.8 < η < 5.1) and used for online triggering
and multiplicity determination [8].
The innermost detector of the ALICE apparatus is the ITS: it consists of six cylindrical
layers of silicon detectors, located at radii between 3.9 cm (∼ 1 cm from the beam vacuum
tube) and 43.0 cm. It is equipped with Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD, two innermost
layers), Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD, two intermediate layers) and Silicon Strip Detectors
(SDD, two outermost layers). Thanks to the low material budget, the high spatial
resolution and the proximity of the detector to the interaction point, the ITS is able to
provide a resolution on the charged-track impact parameter d0 in the transverse plane
(distance of closest approach between the track and the primary vertex along rφ) better
than 75 μm for transverse momenta pT > 1 GeV/c [9].
The ITS is surrounded by a large cylindrical TPC [10], with a radial distance to the
beamline from 85 cm to 247 cm and an active length of 500 cm along the beam axis. It
provides track reconstruction with up to 159 three-dimensional space-points per track,
as well as particle identiﬁcation by measuring the speciﬁc energy loss dE/dx.
The charged particle identiﬁcation capabilities of the TPC are extended by the TOF
detector, which is equipped with Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers (MRPCs) placed
at radii between 377 cm and 399 cm. It measures the ﬂight time of the particles from the
interaction point to the detector with a resolution of about 85 ps. The start time of an
event can be determined by using the arrival time of the particles at the TOF detector,
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for events with a suﬃciently large multiplicity, or it can be measured by the T0 detector,
consisting of two arrays of Cherenkov counters located at +350 cm and −70 cm along the
beam line [11].
The data sample used for the analyses
√ presented in this paper was recorded during
the 2012 LHC run with pp collisions at s = 8 TeV. A minimum-bias (MB) trigger was
used to collect the data, by requiring at least one hit in both of the V0 counters. The
number of events passing the selection criteria was about 100 millions, corresponding to
.
an integrated luminosity of Lint = (1.9 ± 0.1) nb−1 (sect. 4 1).
3. – Analysis procedure
.
3 1. Reconstruction of D-meson decays. – D+ and D∗+ mesons, as well as their antiparticles, were reconstructed in the central rapidity region via their hadronic decay
channels D+ → K− π + π + , with branching ratio BR = (9.13 ± 0.19)%, and D∗+ → D0 π + ,
strong decay with BR = (67.7 ± 0.5)%, with D0 → K− π + , with BR = (3.93 ± 0.04)%.
D-meson candidates were reconstructed from triplets of tracks with the proper chargesign combination; in addition, they were required to have η < |0.8|, pT > 0.3 GeV/c, at
least 70 (out of a maximum of 159) associated TPC space-points and a χ2 /ndf < 2 in
the TPC (ndf is the number of degrees of freedom involved in the tracking procedure).
Furthermore, at least one associated hit in either one of the two pixel layers was required,
except for the soft pion produced in D∗+ decay.
Additional pT -dependent kinematic and topological selections were applied on the
ﬁnal decay products to reduce combinatorial background and were optimized in order to
ensure a large statistical signiﬁcance.
Since the D∗+ -mesons decay strongly and their decay length at the primary vertex is
too short, the geometrical cuts were applied on the D0 meson produced in the D∗+ -meson
decay. The geometrical selections were based on the displacement of the reconstructed
tracks from the interaction vertex (distance of closest approach, dca), the cosine of the
pointing angle (cos θpointing ) between the reconstructed D0 momentum and the D0 ﬂight
π
line, and the product of impact parameters from the kaon and the pion (dK
0 d0 ).
+
An additional selection criteria was used for the D -meson case: a cut on the normalised diﬀerence between the measured and expected impact parameters of each of the
exp
decay particles (dreco
0, tr − d0, tr )/σΔ was applied. The measured track impact parameter
exp
rφ
rφ
rφ
sin(θtr,
is dreco
0, tr , d0, tr is deﬁned as L
D ), where L is the decay length and θtr, D is the
measured angle between the momenta of the D meson and of the considered track, and
exp
σΔ is the square root of the quadratic sum of the errors on dreco
0, tr and d0, tr . By applying
this cut, it was possible to signiﬁcantly reject background candidates and feed-down D
mesons originating from decays of B mesons.
.
3 2. Signal extraction. – The D-meson raw signal yields, including both particles
and antiparticles, were extracted from ﬁts to the D+ -meson candidate invariant mass
distributions and to the mass diﬀerence ΔM = M (Kππ) − M (Kπ) distributions for the
D∗+ -meson candidates. The distributions are shown in ﬁg. 1 for D+ (top) and D∗+
mesons (bottom) for three pT intervals.
The invariant mass distributions were ﬁtted with a Gaussian function for modeling
the signal and an additional term to model the background: in case of D+ -candidates, the
∗+
background was
√ described by an exponential function, while in case of D -candidates
the function a ΔM − mπ exp(b(ΔM − mπ )) was used.
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Fig. 1. – Invariant mass distributions for D+ -meson candidates (top) and mass-diﬀerence
distri√
butions for D∗+ -meson candidates (bottom), for three pT intervals in pp collisions at s = 8 TeV.
.
The curves show the ﬁt functions as described in the text (sect. 3 2). The value of the mean (μ)
of the signal peak and the signal counts (S) are reported in the mass interval (μ − 3σ, μ + 3σ),
where σ is the peak width.

The mean and width of the Gaussian ﬁts from the data were compared in all pT
intervals with the results obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations: the mean values
obtained from the analysis were found to be consistent with the world rest mass for D+
mesons and with the mass diﬀerence D∗+ -D0 for D∗+ mesons [12]. The widths of the ﬁts
for data and MC were compatible within statistical ﬂuctuations.
4. – Correction factors and systematic uncertainties
.
4 1. Correction factors. – The pT diﬀerential production cross section for prompt
charmed mesons, as average of particles and antiparticles, was obtained by using:
(1)


dσ D 
1 12 fprompt (pT ) · N D,raw (pT )||y|<yfid 1
1
=
,
dpT |y|<0.5
ΔyΔpT BR
(Acc × )prompt (pT )
Lint

where N D,raw (pT ) is the measured inclusive raw yield extracted in each pT bin (with width
ΔpT ) from the invariant mass plots, which contains both particles and antiparticles; this
is taken into account by the factor 1/2, since the cross section is given only for particles.
In eq. 1, the factor fprompt is the prompt fraction of the raw yield, used for
correcting for the contribution from feed-down D mesons; (Acc × )prompt is the
acceptance-times-eﬃciency for prompt D mesons, BR is the branching ratio of the decay
channel, Δy (= 2yﬁd ) is the width of the ﬁducial rapidity coverage, and Lint is the
integrated luminosity.
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The raw yield values were corrected for the B-meson decay feed-down contribution,
i.e. multiplied by fprompt . This factor was estimated by using the beauty production cross
section from the FONLL calculations [1, 2], the kinematics of the reaction B → D + X
from the EvtGen package [13] and the Monte Carlo eﬃciencies for feed-down D mesons:
(2)

D feed-down
Nraw
D
Nraw
 2 FONLL
d σ
(Acc × )feed-down · ΔyΔpT · BR · Lint
= 1−
.
·
dydpT feed-down
N D raw /2

fprompt = 1 −

In the equation, the pT -dependence of fprompt , N D,raw and (Acc × )feed-down has been
omitted for brevity. The fprompt values range between 87% and 97%, depending on the
D-meson species and on the pT interval.
The (Acc × ) corrections
were determined using Monte Carlo simulations: minimum
√
bias pp collisions at s = 8 TeV were simulated with the PYTHIA v6.4.21 [14] event
generator with the Perugia-0 tuning. Each event was requested to contain a cc̄ or bb̄
pair and D mesons were forced to decay in the hadronic channels of interest for the
analysis. The generated particles were then transported through the apparatus using the
GEANT3 [15] particle transport package. The simulations were conﬁgured in order to
include the luminous region distribution and the conditions of all the ALICE subsystems,
including a detailed description of their geometry and response.
The (Acc × ) correction factor was extracted separately for both prompt and feeddown D mesons with |y| < |y|ﬁd as a function of pT : at low pT , (Acc × ) are of the order
of 1% or less, while they increase up to about 50% at large pT for D+ mesons and to about
80% for D∗+ mesons. The eﬃciencies for D mesons from B decays are higher than those
for prompt D mesons in most of the pT intervals, because feed-down D mesons decay
further from the primary vertex, due to the large B-meson lifetime (cτ  500 μm) [12].
The integrated luminosity was computed as Lint = Nev,MB /σMB , where Nev, MB and
σMB are the number of events and the cross section, respectively, of pp collisions passing
the minimum-bias trigger condition (sect. 2). The σMB value was obtained from the
measurements of the van der Meer scans and found to be 56.4 mb (±5% systematic
uncertainty).
.
4 2. Systematic uncertainties. – Several sources of systematic uncertainty were
investigated.
The systematic uncertainty on the raw yield extraction obtained from the ﬁts of
the invariant mass (mass-diﬀerence for D∗+ mesons) distributions was determined by
repeating the ﬁt several times using i) a diﬀerent binning of the histograms, ii) varied
∗+
limits of the intervals for the ﬁt range,
√ iii) a new ﬁt function for the background (for D
b
mesons, a(ΔM − mπ ) instead of a ΔM − mπ exp(b(ΔM − mπ )); linear and secondorder polynomial for D+ mesons). Furthermore, instead of extracting the raw yield
from the ﬁt of the histogram, a method based on bin counting was used: the signal
yield was obtained by integrating the invariant mass distribution after subtraction of the
background estimated from a ﬁt in the mass side-bands. The systematic uncertainty was
deﬁned as the RMS of the yields obtained in diﬀerent cases.
Discrepancies between data and simulation for the variables optimised to select
D-meson candidates can be an additional source of systematic error. To estimante the
eﬀect of the selected cuts on the ﬁnal cross sections, the analysis was repeated with diﬀer-
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ent selection criteria (tighter and looser) and the resulting cross sections were compared.
In case of D+ -meson candidates, the systematic uncertainty due to cut variation was
estimated to be about 5%, except at very low pT (10%), while for D∗+ -meson candidates
it was found to be 10% at low pT , about 5% up to 6 GeV/c and very small (∼ 1%) above
6 GeV/c, where the applied cuts are very loose.
The systematic uncertainty due to tracking eﬃciency was evaluated by varying the
track-quality selection criteria and by studying the “matching eﬃciency”, i.e. by comparing the probability of prolonging a track from the TPC inward to the ITS in data
and MC. The value of the systematic uncertainty was obtained as the convolution of the
uncertainties due to the two mentioned eﬀects: it was found to be 3% per track, hence
9% for three-body decay.
The systematic uncertainty on the PID selection eﬃciency was estimated by repeating
the analysis without applying PID and by looking at the variation of the corrected yields:
the cross sections were found to be compatible with those obtained with the PID selection.
Therefore, no systematic error was assigned.
Another source of systematic uncertainty is related to a possible diﬀerence between
the real D-meson pT distribution and the one assumed in the simulation, obtained from
the PYTHIA 6 generator with Perugia-0 tune. A discrepancy in the pT shape would
aﬀect the (Acc × ) correction factor. To estimate the eﬀect of the assumed pT shape,
an alternative shape was used, obtained from FONLL pQCD calculations. No signiﬁcant
contribution to the systematic uncertainty was found above 4 GeV/c, while at low pT an
error up to 2% was assigned.
The systematic uncertainty on feed-down estimation was extracted by considering
.
the uncertainty on the FONLL beauty production cross section (sect. 4 1), as well as
an alternative way of using the FONLL calculations. The ﬁrst method consisted in the
variation of the b-quark mass, the factorisation and normalisation scales, as described
in [2]. The alternative procedure was based on the ratio of the FONLL cross sections for
the feed-down and prompt D mesons:
⎛
(3)

(Acc × )feed-down
⎜
fprompt = ⎝1 +
(Acc × )prompt



D from B

dσFONLL

dpT

⎞−1

 |y|<0.5 ⎟
⎠

D

dσFONLL

dpT

.

|y|<0.5

The assigned systematic uncertainty due to feed-down was calculated from the spread
of the cross sections estimated with the two methods.
An additional 5% uncertainty on the minimum-bias trigger cross section and a contribution deriving from the uncertainty on the branching ratios of the considered D-meson
decay channels [12], were assigned.
Table I shows a summary of all the contributions to the systematic error discussed in
this section for both D+ and D∗+ mesons for three pT intervals.
5. – D-meson cross sections
The pT diﬀerential cross sections for prompt D+ -meson and D∗+ -meson production
at mid-rapidity are shown in ﬁg. 2: the symbols are positioned horizontally at the centre
of each pT bin, with the horizontal bars representing the pT interval width. The error
bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the systematic uncertainties are shown
as boxes around the data points.
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Table I. – Summary of relative systematic uncertainties for three pT intervals.
D∗+

D+
pT (GeV/c)

1–2

6–7

16–24

1–2

6–7

16–24

Raw yield extraction

4

4

Selection eﬃciency

10

5

5

8

3

2

5

10

5

1

Tracking eﬃency

9

9

9

9

9

9

PID eﬃciency

0

0

0

0

0

0

pT shape in MC
Feed down

2

0

0

2

0

0

+2
−34 %

+2
−6 %

+6
−13 %

+4
−50 %

+2
−6 %

+1
−8 %

Branching ratio

2.5%

1.26%

5%

5%

Normalisation

The measured cross sections are compared to the FONLL predictions, a perturbative
quantum chromodynamical calculation based on collinear factorisation [2,16]. The results
of these calculations, performed in the same pT intervals of the measured data, are
displayed in ﬁg. 2 as ﬁlled boxes spanning the theoretical uncertainties, estimated by
varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales and by taking into account also the
eﬀect of the PDF and charm-quark mass uncertainties.
It can be noted that, while fully compatible, the measured cross section values are
in the upper side of the FONLL uncertainty band, as it was already observed at lower
collision energies.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of the pT diﬀerential cross sections of D∗+ and D+ , compared
to the ratio of the theoretical predictions from FONLL.
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In order to evaluate the sources of the systematic uncertainties on the ratio, correlated and uncorrelated systematic eﬀects were treated separately. In particular, the
contributions from PID, tracking eﬃciency and normalisation uncertainties were treated
as correlated between the two meson species, and in the ratio. Instead, the contributions
of the feed-down from beauty-hadron decays were treated as partially correlated: the
maximum and minimum values of the D∗+ -meson cross section according to the feeddown systematic uncertainty are divided by the maximum and minimum value of the
D+ -meson cross section. The highest resulting value is deﬁned as the maximum value
due to feed-down systematic uncertainty, and similarly for the lowest value, which is
deﬁned as the minimum one. The ratio with the central value is then considered as the
systematic uncertainty of the ratio. The other contributions to the systematic errors
were added in quadrature.
Concerning the uncertainties on the ratio of the theoretical predictions, all contributions to the FONLL uncertainty were treated separately. For each contribution, the
uncertainty band was calculated by dividing the maximum and minumum value by the
central value; the maximum deviations from the ratio of the central values deﬁned the uncertainty band.
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The measured ratio of D-meson production cross sections, shown in ﬁg. 3, does not
show a signiﬁcant pT dependence and is compatible
with the predicted ratio by FONLL.
√
The D-meson production cross sections at s = 8√
TeV are compared to the analogous
cross sections measured by ALICE in pp collisions at s = 7 TeV [17]. The ratios of these
two cross sections are shown in ﬁg. 4 for D+ meson (left) and D∗+ meson (right): all the
contributions to the uncertainty are uncorrelated and added in quadrature, except for
the feed-down contribution, which is treated as partially correlated, as for the D∗+ /D+
ratio.
Figure 4 shows that, in the FONLL calculation, the cross section ratio diﬀers from
unity by less than 15% in the considered pT range, both for D+ and D∗+ mesons, and
this diﬀerence is smaller than the statistical errors on the measured ratio.
6. – Summary
We have presented the measurement performed by the ALICE Collaboration of the
inclusive pT -diﬀerential production cross section of prompt D+ and√D∗+ mesons at midrapidity (|y| < 0.5), in pp collisions at the centre-of-mass energy s = 8 TeV, with pT
ranging from 1 to 24 GeV/c. The mesons were reconstructed in their hadronic decay
channels D∗+ → D0 π + D0 → K− π + , and D+ → K− π + π + , and their charge conjugates.
The analysis of the decay channel D0 → K− π + is ongoing.
The experimental results are reproduced within uncertainties by the theoretical predictions based on FONLL [2]; in particular, the data are in the upper side of FONLL
uncertainty band, as observed
√ also at lower centre-of-mass energy values.
√
Moreover, the results at s = 8 TeV were compared to the published ones at s =
7 TeV [17], showing that the cross section evolution with the centre-of-mass energy is
well reproduced by the FONLL theoretical prediction. The data will√be compared to
recently published results on D-meson cross section in pp collisions at s = 7 TeV with
improved precision [18].
Our results, together with existing measurements at lower energies, can provide an
important contribution towards a better understanding of charm production in QCD.
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